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SEQUENTIAL ENDS AND NONSTANDARD INFINITE BOUNDARIES OF 
COARSE SPACES 

TAKUMA IMAMURA 

ABSTRACT. This paper is an addendum to the author's previous paper [8]. Miller et al. [10] introduced 
a functor CT: Coarse* ➔ Sets, where Coarse* is the category of pointed coarse spaces and coarse 
maps. DeLyser et al. [4] introduced a functor E: Coarse. --+ Sets, and proved that E coincides with 
er on Metr * ( the full subcategory of metrisable spaces). Using techniques of nonstandard analysis, the 
author in [8] provided a functor , : 'If c:; Coarse, --+ Sets, where 'If is an arbitrary small full subcategory, 
and a natural transformation w: a f Cef/ ⇒ i. The surjectivity of w has been proved for all proper geodesic 
metrisable spaces, while the injectivity has remained open. In this note, we first pointed out that w is 
the composition of two natural transformations rp 1 'If: '7 1 'If ⇒ E 1 'If and w1 : E 1 'If ⇒ ,, and then show 
that w' is injective for all spaces in 'C. As a corollary, w is injective for all metrisable spaces in "6'. This 
partially answers some of the problems posed in [8]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Small-scale topology can be considered as the study of infinitesimal structures of spaces, maps, ho
motopies, and so forth from the point of view of nonstandard analysis. On the other hand, large-scale 
topology is of infinite (or finite) structures (cf. Protasov and Zarichnyi [11, p. 7]). The notion of a 
coarse space introduced by Roe [12] plays a central role in large-scale topology, as the notion of a uniform 
space does in small-scale topology. Recall that a coarse structure on a set X is an ideal Cx of the poset 
P (X x X) (with respect to the inclusion) that fulfills the following axioms: 

(1) ~x := { (x, x) Ix EX} E Cx; 
(2) EoF := { (x,y) I (x,z) EE and (z,y) E F for some z EX} E Cx for all E,F E Cx; 
(3) E-1 := { (x,y) I (y,x) EE} E Cx for all EE Cx. 

The set X together with the coarse structure Cx is called a coarse space. The elements of Cx are called 
controlled sets or entourages. A subset B of X is said to be bounded if B x B is a controlled set. 

Example 1.1. Let dx: X x X ➔ lR.:,.o U { +oo} be a (generalised) metric on a set X. The family 

Cx := {E c;; X x X I supdx (E) < +oo} 

forms a coarse structure on X, and is called the bounded coarse structure induced by dx. A subset of X 
is bounded with respect to Cx if and only if it is bounded with respect to dx. Throughout the paper, we 
assume that every metric space is endowed with the bounded coarse structure. 

Let Xi (i = 0, 1) be coarse spaces. A map f: X 0 ➔ X1 is said to be 

(1) proper if 1-1 (B) is bounded in Xo for all bounded subsets B of X1; 
(2) homologous if (f x f) (E) := { (f (x), f (y)) I (x,y) EE} E Cy for all EE Cx. 
(3) coarse if it is proper and bornologous. 

Denote by Coarse. the category of pointed coarse spaces and basepoint-preserving coarse maps; and by 
Metr • its full subcategory of metrisable spaces. 

Coarse maps f,g: Xo ➔ X1 are said to be close if (f x g) (~x0 ) = { (f (x) ,g(x)) Ix EX} E Cx1 • A 
coarse map f: X 0 ➔ X 1 is called a coarse equivalence if there exists a coarse map ( called a coarse inverse) 
g: X 1 ➔ Xo such that f o g and g o f are close to the identity maps idx, and idx0 , respectively. The 
closeness relation of (basepoint-preserving) coarse maps gives a congruence on the category Coarse •. 
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1.1. Invariant a. Miller et al. [10] and DeLyser et al. [3] introduced a set-valued coarse invariant a (X, e) 
of a pointed metric space (X, e). Recall the simplified definition given by DeLyser et al. [4]. Let (X, e) be 
a pointed coarse space. (This generalisation to coarse spaces by [8] is merely a rewriting of the original 
definition in terms of coarse structures.) A coarse map s: (N, 0) ➔ (X, e) is called a coarse sequence in 
(X, e). Notice that a coarse map is precisely a sequence { s ( i) };EN in X with the following properties: 

properness: the sequence { s ( i)} iEN diverges from e to infinity, i.e., for all bounded subsets B 3 e 
of X, there is an NE N such that { s (i) }i>N is contained in X \ B; 

bornologousness: there is an EE Cx such that (s (i), s (i + 1)) EE for all i EN. 

Denote the set of all coarse sequences in (X, e) by S (X, e). Given s, t E S (X, e), we say that s and t are 
a-equivalent (s =x,s t) if there exists a finite sequence { Si L:,;n in s (X, e) such that So = s, Sn = t, and 
either s; or si+l is a subsequence to the other. The quotient set 

a (x,e) := s (x,e) I =h 
can be extended to a functor a: Coarse. ➔ Sets. More precisely, the morphism part is given by 

a f[s]=a := [! 0 s]=a , 
-x,.i;: -y,T/ 

Moreover, a is invariant under coarse equivalences (relative to the base points), i.e., if two coarse maps 
f, g: (X, e) ➔ (Y, 77) are close, then a f = ag. See [9] for the systematic proofs of the functoriality and 
the coarse invariance of a. 

The calculation of the invariant a (X, e) is quite hard because of the difficulty of the decision of s =x,s t. 
On the other hand, the coarse invariants E (X, e) and i (X, e) defined below can easily and intuitively be 
calculated. 

1.2. Invariant E:. DeLyser et al. [4] provided alternative definition of a in terms of sequential ends. 
Before recalling the definition of sequential ends, we first recall the definition of ends of a topological 
space introduced by Freudenthal [5]. Let X be a topological space. A proper continuous map r: lR+ ➔ X 
is called a proper my. (A map between topological spaces is said to be proper if the inverse image of 
each compact set is compact.) Two proper rays r0 , r 1 in X are said to be converge to the same end if 
for all compact subsets K of X there exists an N E N such r0 (JR.> N) and r 1 (JR.> N) are contained in the 
same path-connected component of X \ K. This gives an equival-;;nce relation~ proper rays in X. The 
quotient set is denoted by Ends(X). See also Bridson and Hafliger [1, pp .144-148]. 

Theorem 1.2 (DeLyser et al. [4, Proposition 2.12]). Let (X, e) be a proper geodesic pointed metric space. 
Then Ends (X) is isomorphic to a (X, e). 

Returning to the definition of sequential ends, let (X, e) be a pointed coarse space. Givens, t E S (X, e), 
we say that s and tare E:-equivalent (s =31'.,s t) if there is an EE Cx such that for all bounded subsets 
B 3 e of X there exists an N E N such that { s ( i) };> N and { t ( i) };> N are contained in the same 
E-connected component of X \ B. Note that a subset A-of X is E-connected if and only if for any two 
points x, y E A, there is a finite sequence { X;} i<n in A, called an E-chain, such that Xo = x, Xn = y, 
and (x;, X;+1) E E for all i < n. The =31'.,cequiwtlence classes are called sequential ends of (X, e). The 
quotient set 

E: (x, e) := s (x, e) 1 =31'.,s 
can be considered as a coarsely invariant functor E:: Coarse. ➔ Sets. The morphism part of E: is defined 
similarly to that of a. 

Theorem 1.3 (DeLyser et al. [4, Theorem 3.3]). Let (X, e) be a pointed coarse space. Then =x,s implies 
-e =x,s· 

Proof. Obvious from the fact that every coarse sequence is €-equivalent to its subsequences. 

Corollary 1.4. Let (X, e) be a pointed coarse space. The map 'P(X,€): a (X, e) ➔ E: (X, e) defined by 

'P(X €) [s]=" := [s]=, 
' -x,.i;: -x,,; 

is well-defined, surjective and natural in (X, e). 

On the other hand, the converse of Theorem 1.3 holds for metrisable spaces. 

□ 

Theorem 1.5 (DeLyser et al. [4, Theorem 3.3]). Let (X, e) be a pointed metric space. Then =31'..s implies 

=x,s· 
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Proof. Let s, t E S (X, ,;) and suppose s =3(,c t. Let K > 0 be a witness of the €-equivalence. Then 
for each r E N, there is an Nr E N such that { s (i) };>N and { t (i) };>N are contained in the same 
K-connected component outside the r-ball Bx(,;; r). fu particular, there rexists a K-chain { u;- };<Mr 

that connects s (Nr) and t (Nr) outside Bx(,;; r). We may assume that Nr < Nr+l for all r E N. Then 
the concatenation of the sequences 

{ s (i) hsNo ' { u? hsMo ' { t (No - i) hsNo 

{ t (i) };:,;N,, { UJ.J,-i }i<M,, { s (M1 - i) };:,;M,-Mo, 

{ s (Mo+ i) };:,;M2-M0 , { u~ hsM2, { t (M2 - i) hsM2-M1, 

is proper bornologous, and has s and t as subsequences, whence s =x,(; t. □ 

Corollary 1.6. The functors er and E are equal on Metr *. The natural map 'P(X,(;): er (X, ,;) --+ E (X, ,;) 
is therefore the identity map for all metrisable spaces (X, ,;) . 

Remark 1.7. In the proof of Theorem 1.5, the properness of the resulting sequence depends on the fact 
that each bounded subset B 3,; of X is contained in some r-ball B (,;; r). In other words, the bornology 
of X is generated by the countable family { B (,;; r) I r E N }. Such a countability property fails in general 
pointed coarse spaces. 

1.3. Invariant l. In [8], we introduced a set-valued invariant l (X, ,;) of a (standard) pointed coarse 
space (X, ,;) via nonstandard analysis. First, let us recall the nonstandard treatment of coarse spaces. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the terminology of nonstandard analysis. Fix a small full 
subcategory <(7 of Coarse •. By the reflection principle, there exists a transitive set l[J 3 C, the standard 
universe, such that all classical objects we need belong to l[J and all (but finitely many) set-theoretic 
formulae we need are absolute with respect to llJ. We also fix a sufficiently saturated elementary extension 
*: llJ Y *llJ; x >-+ *x, the nonstandard extension. See Chang and Keisler [2, Section 4.4] for more detailed 
account of nonstandard analysis. 

Let X be a standard coarse space. The finite proximity of * X is the binary relation on * X defined by 

x~xy:~ 3EECx.(x,y)E*E. 

For each ,; E * X, the set of all points infinitely far away from ,; is denoted by 

INF(X,,;) := {x E *X Ix ~x ,;}. 

The finite proximity relation ~x completely characterises the coarse structure of X. We have indeed the 
following characterisations (see [7]). 

(1) A subset E of X x X is controlled if and only if* E c;;; ~x. 
(2) A subset B of X is bounded if and only if* B c;;; * X \ INF (X, ,;) for all,; E B. 
(3) A subset A of X is E-connected for some E E Cx if and only if for any two points x, y E * A, 

there is an internal hyperfinite sequence { X; };<n in* A, where n E *N, such that x 0 = x, Xn = y, 
and Xi ~x X;+i for all i < n. -

(4) A map f: X--+ Y between standard coarse spaces is proper if and only if *f (INF(X,,;)) c;;; 
INF (Y, f (,;)) for all,; EX. 

(5) A map f: X --+ Y between standard coarse spaces is bornologous if and only if x ~ x y implies 
*f (x) ~y *f(y) for all x,y E *X. 

Now, recall the definition of the invariant L Let (X, ,;) be a pointed coarse space in <(!. Given x, y E 
INF (X, ,;), we say that x and y are l-equivalent (x ='x,c y) if there exists an internal hyperfinite sequence 
{ Xi h<n in INF (X, ,;), called a macrochain, such that xo = x, Xn = y, and Xi ~x X;+i for all i < n. The 
quotient set 

l (X, ~) := INF (X, ,;) I ='x,c 
can be considered as a coarsely invariant functor l: <(7 c;;; Coarse.--+ Sets. More precisely, the morphism 
part of l is given by 

lf [xlaax,, := [* f (x)JacY,ry 
for each coarse map f: (X, ,;) --+ (Y, 17) in<(!. The well-definedness follows from the nonstandard charac
terisation of coarseness mentioned above. 
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Remark 1.8. Goldbring [6] introduced a similar invariant IPC (X) for a metric space X, where the metric 
function is assumed to be finite-valued. Rougly speaking, IPC (X) is the set of internal path components 
ofINF (X, ~); more precisely, two points x and y ofINF (X, ~) are said to belong to the same internal path 
component if there exists an internally continuous map 1 : * [O, 1] ➔ * X such that 1 (* [O, 1 l) <;;; INF (X, ~), 
1 (0) = x and 1 (1) = y. If X is proper geodesic, then IPC (X) ~ Ends (X) ~ l (X, ~) by [6, Lemmas 
3.6 and 3.9]. On the other hand, if X is (topologically) discrete, then IPC (X) ~ INF (X, ~); hence, the 
coarse invariance of IPC holds only for proper geodesic spaces. 

The relationship between er and l is given by a natural transformation w: er r '6' ⇒ i. 

Theorem 1.9 ([8, Lemma 4.1]). Let (X, ~) be a pointed coarse space in '6' and s, t ES (X, ~). Ifs =x.s t, 
then* s (i) =x,s *t (j) for all i,j E *N \ N. 

Corollary 1.10. Let (X, ~) be a coarse space in '6'. The map wcx,sf er (X, ~) ➔ l (X, ~) defined by 

W(Xs)[s]=" :=[*s(i)]=, 'iE*N\N 
' -x,~ -x,~ 

is well-defined and natural in (X, 0-
It has been known from [8, Theorem 4.2] that wcx,s) is surjective for all proper geodesic metrisable 

spaces (X, ~) in '6'. However, no general results on the injectivity have been given in [8]. The aim of 
this paper is to solve the injectivity problem for metrisable spaces. To do this, we first observe that w 
is decomposed into two natural transformations <p r '6': er r '6' ⇒ € r '6' and w': € r '6' ⇒ l, where <p 

is the same as in Corollary 1.4 and w' is injective for all spaces. As a consequence, w is injective for 
all metrisable spaces and bijective for all proper geodesic metrisable spaces. This partially answers the 
problems posed in [8]. Using the bijectivity result, we give a calculation of the above-mentioned invariants 
of finitely branching trees in Section 3. Finally, we conclude the paper with some remarks concerning 
non-metrisable spaces in Section 4. 

2. MAIN RESULTS 

We require a special case of the underspill principle. 

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a standard coarse space and A an internal subset of *Cx. If A contains all 
EE *Cx with ~x<;;; E, then it contains* E for some EE Cx, 

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that * E rfc A for any E E C x. For each E E C x, consider the internal 
set 

FE:= {FE *Cx I *E <;;; F r/c A}. 

Since the family {FE IEE Cx} has the finite intersection property, its intersection nEECx FE is non
empty by the saturation principle. Let F be an element of the intersection. Then F E *Cx \ A and 
~x <;;;F. □ 

The €-equivalence admits the following nonstandard characterisation, a generalisation of [6, Lemma 
3.8] to coarse spaces. 

Lemma 2.2. Let (X, ~) be a pointed coarse space in '6' and s, t E S (X, ~). The following are equivalent: 

(1) s =x,s t; 
(2) *s(i) =x.s *t(j) for all i,j E *N\N; 
(3) * s ( i) =x,s *t (j) for some i, j E *N \ N. 

Proof. (1) ⇒ (3): Let Ebe a witness of s =x,s t. Let B be an internal bounded subset of* X such that 
* X \ B <;;; INF (X, ~) by the saturation principle. (In fact, it suffices to apply the enlargement principle, 
a weaker version of saturation. See also [7, Lemma 2.5].) By transfer, there exists an NE *N such that 
{ * s ( i) };> N and { *t ( i) } i> N are contained in the same internally * E-connected component of * X \ B. 
Choose a; i E *N \ N so that i 2: N. Then there exists an internal * E-chain in * X \ B that connects 
*s (i) and *t (i). Such a chain witnesses that *s (i) =x,s *t (i). 

(3) ⇒ (2): Let i,j E *N \ N with i <; j. Since sis coarse, the sequence { *s (k) }{=i is a macrochain 
in INF (X, ~), so * s (i) =x,s * s (j). Similarly, we have that *t (i) =x,s *t (j). The desired implication is 
now obvious. 
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(2) ⇒ (1): Suppose that *s (i) =x,s *t (j) for some i,j E *N\N, i.e., there exists an internal hyperfinite 
sequence { Uk h<n in INF (X, ~;) such that uo = • s ( i), Un = *t (j), and Uk ~ x Uk+1 holds for all k < n. 
Consider the following internal subset of *Cx: 

{ 
(uk,Uk+1) E EnE-1 for all k < n, } 

A:= EE*Cx (*s(k),*s(k+l))EEnE- 1 forallkE*N,. 

(*t(k), *t(k+ 1)) E EnE-1 for all k E *N 

Since sand tare bornologous, *s(k) ~x *s(k+ 1) and *t(k) ~x *t(k+ 1) hold for all k E *N. Hence 
A contains all EE *Cx with ~x\;; E. By Lemma 2.1, there exists a standard EE Cx such that* EE A. 
Fix such an E. 

Now, let B be a bounded subset of X containing~- Let N = min{ i,j }. Since sand tare proper, 
S := { *s (k) h>N and T := { *t (k) h>N are contained in INF (X, ~) \;; * X \*B. By the choice of E, 
any two points of S can be connected by an internal * E-chain in S \;; * X \ * B; any two points of T can 
be connected by an internal • E-chain in T \;; • X \ • B; and the points • s ( i) E S and *t (j) E T can be 
connected by the internal * E-chain { u; h<n in INF (X, ~) \;; * X \*B. Combining them, any two points 
of SU T can be connected by an internal* E-chain in * X \*B. In other words, there exists an N E *N 
such that { * s ( k) h> N and { *t ( k) h> N are contained in the same internal * E-connected component of 
* X \*B. By transfe°i, there exists an NE N such that { s (k) h>N and { t (k) h>N are contained in the 
same E-connected component of X \ B. Because Bis arbitrary and E does nof depend on B, we have 
that s =3".s t. □ 

Remark 2.3. The use of the saturation principle (Lemma 2.1) in the implication (2) ⇒ (1) is avoidable 
if (X, ~) is metrisable. Suppose that • s ( i) =x,s *t (j) for some i, j E *N \ N, i.e., there exists an internal 
hyperfinite sequence { Uk h<n in INF (X, ~) such that uo = *s (i), Uk= *t (j), and *dx (uk, Uk+1) is finite 
for all k < n. The maximu~ L := maxk<n *dx (uk, Uk+1) exists by transfer, and is finite. Since sand tare 
bornologous, the suprema M := supkEN dx (s (k), s (k + 1)) and N := supkEN dx (k (i), k (i + 1)) exist. 
Fix a standard K > 0 such that L,M,N ~Kand let E := { (x,y) EX x X I dx (x,y) ~ K} E Cx. The 
remaining proof is the same as above. 

Theorem 2.4. Let (X, ~) be a pointed coarse space in <ef'. The map w(X,s): c (X, ~) -+ i (X, ~) defined by 

w'(x <) [s]=e := [* s (i)]=, , i E *N \ N 
,.,, -x,,; -x,,; 

is well-defined, injective and natural in (X, ~). 

Proof. The well-definedness follows from the implication (1) ⇒ (2) and the injectivity does from the 
implication (3) ⇒ (1) of Lemma 2.2. The naturality is trivial by definition. □ 

Theorem 2.5. w = w' o ( rp r 'ef'). 

Proof. Trivial. 

Theorem 2.6. The map W(X,s): u (X, ~) -+ i (X, ~) is injective for all metrisable spaces (X, ~) in <ef'. 

Proof. Combine Corollary 1.6, Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5. 

□ 

□ 

This answers [8, Problems 5.3 and 5.5] for metrisable spaces, and gives a partial answer to [8, Problem 
5.4]. 

Corollary 2. 7. The map w(X,s): u (X, 0 -+ i (X, ~) is bijective for all proper geodesic metrisable spaces 
(X,~) in <ef'. 

Corollary 2.8. Let (X, ~) be a proper geodesic metrisable space in <ef'. Then u (X, ~) ~ c: (X, ~) ~ 
i (X, ~) ~ Ends (X). 

3. CASE STUDY 

Throughout this section, we identify a graph with its geometric realisation. We also assume that 'ef' 
contains (asymorphic copies of) all pointed coarse spaces we consider. Let G := (V, E) be a locally finite 
connected graph. The metric da: V x V -+ lR.20 is defined as usual: 

de ( v, w) : = the length of the shortest path between v and w. 
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This makes the graph G a proper geodesic metric space where each edge is isometric to the unit interval 
[0, 1]. The vertex set Vis coarsely equivalent to the whole graph G, so we obtain the isomorphisms: 

a(V,v) : s(V,v) ': i(V,v) 

~i - ~1 - ~i 
Ends(G)~a(G,v) : s(G,v) : i(G,v) 

where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusion V '-+ G. 

Theorem 3.1. Let T be a finitely branching tree with root r. Then i (T, r) is equipotent to the set of all 
infinite branches of T, and so are a (T, r), E (T, r) and Ends (T). 

Proof. We denote the set of all infinite branches by [T]. It suffices to prove that [T] ~ i (T, r). Define a 
map 'ljJ: [T] --+ i (T, r) as follows. Let f E [T]. Choose an arbitrary i E *N \ N. By transfer, * f ( i) E *T 
and dT (r, *f (i)) = i, so *f (i) E INF(T,r). Now, define 'ljJ(J) := [*f (i)]=, , where the right hand side 
is independent of the choice of i by the following fact. -r,r 

Claim. * f ( i) =T,r * f (j) for all i, j E *N \ N. 

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that i ~ j. The sequence { * f (k) }{=i witnesses that 
*f(i) =b *f (j). 

Claim. 'ljJ is surjective. 

Proof. Let x E INF (T, r). By transfer, there exists a (unique) hyperfinite sequence { ti }i<n in *T such 
that to = r, tn = x and ti+l is a child of ti for each i < n. Notice that *dT (r, ti) = i and *dT (r, x) = 
n E *N \ N. For each (standard) i EN, since T is finitely branching, the set Ti := { t ET I dT (r, t) = i} 
is finite, sot; E *T; = T;. Hence the map f: N--+ T defined by f (i) := t; is an infinite branch of T. 

Let us verify that 'ljJ (f) = [x]=, . First note that * f (i) = t; holds for all i EN by definition. By the 
-x,1; 

countable saturation, * f (i) = ti holds for some (infinite) i E *N \ N with i ~ n. The sequence { tk };=i 
witnesses that * f ( i) =T r x. Therefore 'ljJ (f) = [x]=, . See also the proof of [8, Theorem 4.2]. 

' -T,r 

Claim. 'ljJ is injective. 

Proof. Let { t; h<n be a macrochain in INF (T, r) and n E N. Any two adjacent nodes of { t; h<n 
have the same ancestor of level n. (Otherwise, the distance *dT (t;, t;+1) would be infinite, which is a 
contradiction.) By the transferred induction principle, all nodes of { t; h<n have the same ancestor of 
level n. -

Now, let f, g E [T] and suppose 'ljJ (f) = 'ljJ (g), i.e., there exists a macrochain in INF (T, r) connecting 
* f (i) and *g (i) for i E *N \ N. All nodes of the macrochain have the same ancestors of standard level. 
In particular,* f (i) and *g (i) have the same ancestors of standard level. In other words, f (j) = g (j) for 
all standard j EN. Hence f = g. □ 

Example 3.2. Let G be a finitely generated group endowed with a finite generating set S. The Cayley 
graph fs (G) is locally finite and connected; hence c (G, ea)~ E (G, ea) ~ i (G, ea)~ Ends (fs (G)) =: 

Ends (G). 

(1) Consider the Abelian group Z with the generating set { ±1 }. The infinite part INF (Z, 0) consists 
of positive and negative infinite hypernatural numbers. Two infinite points are i-equivalent if 
and only if they have the same sign. To see the "only if" part, let { x;} i<n be a macrochain 
in INF (Z, 0). The internal set A := { i E *N I sgn (x;) = sgn (x0 ) or i > n} contains 0, and is 
closed under successor. By the transferred induction principle, A = *N, i.e., the components of 
{ X;} i<n have the same sign. On the other hand, the "if" part is evident. Thus we have that 
la (Z, O)I = le (Z, 0)I = Ii (Z, 0)I = IEnds (Z)I = 2. In fact, the Cayley graph of Z with respect to 
{ ±1 } can be considered as a tree, where the root has exactly two children, and each node other 
than the root has exactly one child. Such a tree has exactly two infinite branches. 

(2) Let S be a finite set of cardinality :;:> 2 and Fs the free group generated by S. The Cayley graph 
fsus-1 (Fs) is a finitely branching tree with the root ep8 • The root has 2 ISI children and each 
node other than the root has 2 ISl-1 children. So fsus-1 (Fs) has exactly 2No infinite branches. 
Hence la(Fs,eFs)I = lc(Fs,eFs)I = li(Fs,eFs)I = IEnds(Fs)I = 2N°. 
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The following examples cannot be obtained as a Cayley graph of a finitely generated group. 

Example 3.3. Let ~ := { a, b} be an alphabet. The set ~<w of all finite words over ~ can be considered 
as a binary tree with the root 0. Similarly to the above example Fs, we have that la(~<w,0)1 = 
lc:(~<w,0)1 = li(~<w,0)1 = IEnds(~<w)I = 2No. On the other hand, the subtree 

T := {anbm E ~<w I n,m EN} 

has exactly No infinite branches. Hence la (T, 0) I = lc(T, 0) I = Ii (T, 0) I = I Ends (T) I = No. This 
affirmatively answers [8, Problem 5.2], which asks if l (X, ~) is countably infinite for some pointed coarse 
space (X, ~) in~ (provided that ~ is sufficiently rich). 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In summary, the coarsely invariant functors IT r ~' C r ~' l: ~ c:: Coarse. --+ Sets are related with 
the following commutative diagram of natural transformations: 

O" I 1'f w l 

~/ 
c f~ 

where r.p: a ⇒ c: is bijective on Metr., w' injective on~, and w injective on Metr. n ~. Moreover, w' 
and w are bijective for proper geodesic metrisable spaces in~. This enables us to calculate, for a large 
class of spaces, the invariants a, E and Ends in an intuitive way, as we demonstrated in Section 3. 

Our proof of the injectivity of w does not apply to general pointed coarse spaces, because the proof of 
the implication from =3'-,€ to ='x,s depends on the metrisability as we pointed out in Remark 1.7. Hence, 
the following problem remains open. 

Problem 4.1. Is the map W(X,€): a (X, ~) --+ l (X, ~) injective for all non-metrisable spaces (X, ~) in~? 

This is equivalent to the following purely standard problem. 

Problem 4.2. Is the map 'P(X,€): a (X, ~) --+ c (X, ~) injective for all non-metrisable spaces (X, ~) in~? 
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